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NAILNAILNAILNAIL FILINGFILINGFILINGFILING MACHINEMACHINEMACHINEMACHINE EB3000EB3000EB3000EB3000 is an idea filing tool set for nail decoration. It has forward
and reverse dual direction-rotations for left- or right-handed nail technicians, from 0 to 30000
rpm adjustable speed, quiet & smooth operation handpiece with a flexible extension, which is
convenient to use for finishing the nails.

TechnicalTechnicalTechnicalTechnical specifications:specifications:specifications:specifications:
Voltage: 220V/50-60Hz
Power: 35W
Collect: 2.35mm (3/32’)
Rated Speed: 0 rpm min.

30000 rpm max.
One set including: Main Controller, Handpiece with flex, Handpiece Table Rest, Foot Pedal.
HowHowHowHow totototo UseUseUseUse
1. Insert the handpiece flex plug into the power output socket on the main control machine.
2. Loose the chuck by left-turning the Middle part on the hand-piece and insert/change the

Bit and tighten the chuck by right-turning the Middle part on the hand-piece
3. Plug the controller into appropriate power source.
4. Choose the mode “FORWARD” or “REVERSE” direction, and then switch to “On” position

to start the machine.
5. Select the speed level that you need by sliding the speed control handle.

Precautions:Precautions:Precautions:Precautions:
1. Please use the correct power source voltage shown on the controller front panel.
2. Please start to use after the collet is well fixed.
3. Please stop the machine once any abnormal movement/noise is noticed at work.
4. Please adjust the speed gradually, not abruptly.
5. Please do not touch any rotating part while the machine is working.
7. When changing the direction, please stop the machine first.
8. Please do not place a cloth or anything else on the ventilation slides of the controller, and
keep the dust away from it too.
9． If the cable were broken to avoid the danger, it must be replaced by the manufacturer or
service department or other technicians.

10.This appliance is not intend for use by persons(including children)with reduced physical,
sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been
given supervision or instruction use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.

11. Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance. Before
using, ensure the voltage of your power supply is the same as that indicated in tha
instruction manual, only connect appliance to alternating current to a correctly installed
earthed socket, cord and plug must be completely dry.
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